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Abstract

Cassini plasma wave and charged particle observations are combined with magnetometer measurements to investigate Titan’s

induced magnetosphere. Electric field emissions close to Titan are identified as upper hybrid resonance emissions, which provide

a density estimate of Titan’s cold plasma. These observations have been combined with electron spectrometer measurements

to build an integrated map of electron density in Titan’s near environment using observations from TA to T82 flybys, ie which

includes flybys from the Cassini prime, equinox and part of the soltice mission. We identify a dense ionospheric region and an

extended plasma wake with values ranging between 10-2 and 103 cm-3. Upstream of the induced magnetosphere, the presence

of pickup ions in the positive hemisphere of the kronian plasma convective electric field are detected. The mass of the observed

pickup corresponds to methane group ions, N2
+ and HCNH+ ions as well as Titan’s protons and molecular hydrogen ions.

These ions are progressively accelerated by the kronian background electric field and we estimate its intensity by reconstructing

the energization of this population. We find values on the order of 0.7 mV/m , consistent with an average estimate of 0.61

mV/m deduced from |VxB| computation.
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Key Points:21

• We analyze Titan’s induced magnetosphere making use of CASSINI RPWS, CAPS22

and MAG measurements from 82 flybys23

• We derive the first global electron density map of Titan’s near environment, that24

ranges between 10−2 to 103 cm−3, delimiting an average induced magnetosphere25

standoff distance of 1.85 RT and 2.77 RT on the ram and flank direction respec-26

tively.27

Corresponding author: Ronan Modolo, ronan.modolo@latmos.ipsl.fr
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• We identified ionospheric ions with energies between 10 eV to 3 keV, increasing28

along the convective electric field direction, with an intensity of 0.7 mV/m, con-29

sistent with an average estimate of 0.61 mV/m deduced from |~v× ~B| calculation.30
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Abstract31

Cassini plasma wave and charged particle observations are combined with magnetome-32

ter measurements to investigate Titan’s induced magnetosphere. Electric field emissions33

close to Titan are identified as upper hybrid resonance emissions, which provide a den-34

sity estimate of Titan’s cold plasma. These observations have been combined with elec-35

tron spectrometer measurements to build an integrated map of electron density in Ti-36

tan’s near environment using observations from TA to T82 flybys, ie which includes fly-37

bys from the Cassini prime, equinox and part of the soltice mission. We identify a dense38

ionospheric region and an extended plasma wake with values ranging between 10−2 and39

103 cm−3. Upstream of the induced magnetosphere, the presence of pickup ions in the40

positive hemisphere of the kronian plasma convective electric field are detected. The mass41

of the observed pickup corresponds to methane group ions, N+
2 and HCNH+ ions as42

well as Titan’s protons and molecular hydrogen ions. These ions are progressively ac-43

celerated by the kronian background electric field and we estimate its intensity by re-44

constructing the energization of this population. We find values on the order of 0.7 mV/m45

, consistent with an average estimate of 0.61 mV/m deduced from ∼ |~V × ~B| compu-46

tation.47

1 Introduction48

Titan’s interaction with the ambient plasma in Saturn’s magnetosphere has been49

categorized as atmospheric, like the ones for Mars, Venus and comets with the solar wind50

(Barabash, 2012). Titan’s atmosphere is partly ionized, leading to the formation of an51

ionosphere, which acts as an obstacle against the magnetospheric plasma flow. This con-52

ductive obstacle deflects the incoming flow and twists the magnetic field around the body53

and leading to a draped field line region, mostly populated by ionospheric or exospheric54

plasma, called the induced magnetosphere, as illustrated by Waite et al. (2004, Figure55

7). Reviews on Titan’s ionosphere, composition and its induced magnetosphere have been56

presented in Cravens et al. (2010) and Wahlund et al. (2014).57

Cassini has revealed a highly variable and dynamic upstream plasma environment58

largely influenced by the complex nature of Saturn’s magnetosphere and its magnetodisk59

(Arridge, Achilleos, & Guio, 2011; Arridge, André, Bertucci, et al., 2011; Arridge, André,60

McAndrews, et al., 2011; Arridge, 2012). As a result, efforts on the characterization and61

categorization of the upstream plasma properties of the magnetic field (Bertucci et al.,62
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2009; Simon et al., 2013), electron distribution function (Rymer et al., 2009) and plasma63

density variation (Morooka et al., 2009) have been carried out. Indeed, Bertucci et al.64

(2009) have shown that the magnetic field at the orbit of Titan has a large variability65

and is affected by several factors, such as the presence of Saturn’s magnetodisk. Con-66

sequently, Titan is exposed to different magnetic orientations going from North-South67

to planetward field lines, to highly perturbed fields, when Titan is inside Saturn’s cur-68

rent sheet. Large fluctuations of the magnetospheric configuration are commonly observed69

between the inbound and outbound portions of passes, that occur over periods of a few70

minutes up to several hours, and thus affect the external draping of the magnetic field71

lines around Titan (Simon et al., 2010). While (Edberg et al., 2015) have presented iono-72

spheric density map, below 2400 km, based on Langmuir Probe obervations, a charac-73

terization of the electron density inside Titan’s magnetosphere is thus of interest.74

Pickup ions have been observed in the vicinity of various bodies in the Solar Sys-75

tem such as comets, Mars, Titan, Moon, Enceladus (e.g., Coates et al., 1989, 1993; Du-76

binin et al., 1993, 2006; Hartle et al., 2006; Yokota et al., 2009; Tokar et al., 2008). At77

Titan, pickup ions have been observed by Voyager 1 (Hartle et al., 1982) and Cassini (e.g.,78

Hartle et al., 2006). These ions have large masses around 16 amu or more and arise from79

the ionization of Titan’s upper atmosphere and they are embedded in the magnetospheric80

flow. When picked-up by the magnetospheric flow they are accelerated by the motional81

electric field ~E = −~v × ~B, where ~v is the plasma bulk velocity and ~B the local mag-82

netic field, providing an ion escape mechanism responsible for the erosion of Titan’s at-83

mosphere.84

In this work we further characterize this unique environment making use of Mag-85

netometer (MAG) measurements (Dougherty et al., 2004), particle data (CAPS) (Young86

et al., 2004) and Radio and Plasma Wave Science (RPWS) observations (Gurnett et al.,87

2004), providing an overall and organized description of the electron plasma environment88

of Titan and the pickup ion distribution. Based on such results, we also estimate the con-89

vective electric field intensity responsible for such ion population. In section 2, we in-90

troduce the approach to combine both particle and wave data to build a continuous elec-91

tron density profile for each flyby of Cassini prime, equinox and the beginning of the sol-92

stice mission. The global image of the electron density in the near region of Titan is pre-93

sented and discussed in section 3. Section 4 is dedicated to the description of the pickup94

ion population through its energy signature, mass composition and its organization with95
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respect to the ambient electric field. A discussion on the energization of these pickup ions96

completes this section while section 5 summarizes the main conclusions of this work.97

2 Measurements and methodology98

RPWS observations can be used to measure the electron number density of the ther-99

mal plasma close to Titan. Information derived from these wave electric fields data and100

from Langmuir probe (LP) provide two independent density estimates for the cold plasma.101

This study we have mainly used electron number density derived from waves emissions.102

Electrostatic emissions have been detected in the range from 1 to several hundreds of103

kHz. The most intense and structured emissions occur at the upper hybrid frequency,104

fUH =
√
f2c + f2p , with fp the plasma frequency and fc the electron cyclotron frequency.105

In Titan’s vicinity, given the relatively weak magnetic field strength, the electron cyclotron106

frequency is much smaller than the electron plasma frequency (fc � fp), so the upper107

hybrid frequency is essentially equal to the electron plasma frequency and fUH provides108

a direct visualization of electron density profiles. Most of the Titan flybys exhibit fUH109

signatures either on the Medium Frequency Receiver (MFR) or on the High Frequency110

Receiver (HFR) and electron densities estimated by this method are in excellent agree-111

ment with previoulsy published LP data (Edberg et al., 2010).112

Electron Spectrometer observations of the Cassini Plasma Spectrometer (CAPS-113

ELS) are used to compute the electron number density in Saturn’s magnetosphere and114

Titan’s environment. CAPS-ELS measures suprathermal electrons distribution in the115

energy range from 0.6 eV to 28 keV with an energy resolution of 17% and an angular116

resolution of 20◦. Moments, and particularly the density, are determined based on the117

work of Lewis et al. (2008).118

CAPS-ELS moment calculation underestimate electron density in the cold plasma119

region since only part of the electron distribution function is seen due to a negative space-120

craft potential and also due to a relatively coarse energy discretization table below 1eV.121

On the other hand, fUH signatures are not observed below 1-5 kHz (corresponding to122

0.01-0.3 cm−3). While the particle instrument is well designed for hot and tenuous plasma,123

the wave instrument is very well adapted to measured cold and dense plasma The ex-124

cellent complementarity of the two data set is illustrated in Figure 1.125
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Figure 1. CAPS-ELS and RPWS observations for T20 flyby (2006 /10/25). Top panel shows

CAPS-ELS Anode 5 observations. Middle panel presents electron number density estimated by

CAPS-ELS moment calculation (magenta marks), LP analysis (red marks) and deduced from

wave observations (blue marks). Bottom panel shows electron temperarture estimated by ELS

(magenta marks) and LP analysis (red marks).
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Figure 1 shows electron density and temperature profiles retrieved from different126

techniques and instruments for the T20 flyby (2006/10/25). We present data in the Ti-127

tan interaction coordinate system (TIIS) where the positive X-axis is defined by the di-128

rection of the ideal co-rotational kronian plasma flow and the Y-axis points toward Sat-129

urn. The Z-axis completes the right handed coordinate system.130

everal regions with different plasma regimes are crossed during this Cassini flyby.131

The spacecraft is first located in Saturn’s magnetosphere, characterized by a density range132

of 0.01-0.1 cm−3 and an electron temperature of ∼ 100 eV. As Cassini approaches Ti-133

tan’s ionized environment, the electron number density progressively increases, while the134

electron temperature decreases. Titan’s ionosphere is clearly identified by a high elec-135

tron density, a low electron temperature and the signature of ionospheric photoelectrons136

in the CAPS-ELS spectra (Coates, 2009). In the ionospheric region, the electron den-137

sity deduced from LP data and fUH are almost identical. The closest approach occured138

at an altitude of 949 km at 15:51 SCET. The outbound leg is relatively symmetric to139

the inbound one, both in terms of regions crossed and global plasma parameter trends.140

On all flybys analyzed (up to T82), a good correspondance between the density es-141

timated from CAPS-ELS and RPWS is observed most of the time between 0.1 - 1 cm−3142

density interval, as illustrated in figure 1. When both RPWS and CAPS-ELS measure-143

ments were present during the same time interval, RPWS measurements were system-144

atically prefered sincethey provide directly the electron density through the plasma fre-145

quency.146

MAG observations are used to derive information about the background magnetic147

field environment in the vicinity of Titan, to quantify its variability and also to empha-148

size the bipolar tail region reported by Simon et al. (2014).149

CAPS-IMS observations have also been used to derive information on the ion pop-150

ulation, in particular the mass composition of the plasma for specific time intervals (see151

section 4.2). CAPS-IMS samples ions in 8 angular sectors each of them having an iden-152

tical field of view (FOV) of 8◦ × 20◦. ”Singles” data correspond to energy-per-charge153

(E/Q) spectra ranging from 1eV to 50 keV with a spectral resolution of 17%. The elec-154

trostatic analyzer is scanned 8 sweeps, each 4.0 s long and with 64-step energy steps, re-155

ferred as a A-cycle lasting 32.0 s. CAPS-ELS and IMS sensors are mounted on a rotat-156

ing platform capable of sweeping the CAPS instrument by ∼ 180◦ around an axis par-157

–7–
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allel to the spacecraft Z-axis in about 3 min 30s. The Time-Of-Flight (TOF) analyzer158

is used to infer detailed compositional analysis in a so called B-cycle. During the B-cycle,159

the 8 angular sectors are summed together and the 64 energy steps are collapsed to 32160

energy steps. The B-cycle lasts 256 s. More detailed information of CAPS-IMS are pre-161

sented in Young et al. (2004); Hartle et al. (2006); Sittler et al. (2010).162

3 Electron density maps163

CAPS-ELS and RPWS electron density estimates are combined to provide a unique164

and continuous electron density profile going from Saturn’s magnetosphere to Titan’s165

ionosphere, for each flyby. All flybys from TA to T82 have been analyzed with the ex-166

ception of T7 / T73, T9 and T32, for which no data have been recorded, or a significant167

deviation from the ideal co-rotation flow has been emphasized (e.g., Szego et al., 2007)168

or the flyby occurred in Saturn’s magnetosheath. In each case, the upper hybrid line has169

been digitalized with the ViTos vizualization tool which display the MFR/HDR spec-170

trum for each acquisition. On each wave spectrum, the ViTos tool proposes the frequency171

of maximum wave intensity; we have confirmed the selected frequency, or we have re-172

selected manually a new frequency, as the fUH emission frequency. Only data with a clear173

upper hybrid signature have been retained. Two consecutive spectra are separated by174

about 7 s for the low rate data. A relatively smooth density profile, similar for the wave175

and the LP data set, is seen when the spacecraft enters or leaves Titan’s induced mag-176

netosphere. As illustrated in Figure 1, between about 15:45 UT and 16:10 UT and em-177

phasizes a good level of confidence on the electron density measurements.178

Figure 2-a presents the overall density map in Titan’s environment deduced from179

these combined data sets. This map corresponds to the mean values of the electron den-180

sity sampled up to the T82 flyby. The mean values have been calculated by binning the181

data on a spatial grid where the abscissa is aligned with the TIIS X-axis and the ordi-182

nate is defined by ρTIIS =
√
Y 2
TIIS + Z2

TIIS . Cylindrical symmetry with respect to the183

TIIS X-axis is therefore assumed. The bin size used is 0.155 RT (400 km), where RT =184

2575 km is the radius of the Titan. Figure 2-b shows the map of the standard deviation185

of the electron density and Figure 2-c illustrates the sampled regions with th number of186

bins covered in our study.187
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Figure 2 includes all analyzed flybys, regardless of the external conditions. There-188

fore the presented electron density map includes varioussolar illumination conditions, up-189

stream plasma flow (electron density distribution, density and possibly composition), mag-190

netic field orientation (dipolar, planetward or swept-back fields). These different upstream191

conditions have been emphasized by Bertucci et al. (2009); Garnier et al. (2010); Rymer192

et al. (2009); Simon et al. (2010); Németh et al. (2011); Edberg et al. (2013); Regoli et193

al. (2018). Edberg et al. (2015) have carefully addressed the influence of Saturn’s mag-194

netosphere on Titan’s ionosphere, they also have shown that the dayside ionosphere is195

significantly denser than the nightside. Variation in these parameters affect Titan’s in-196

duced magnetosphere and contribute to blur the electron number density map. The re-197

sulting variability of the electron density is reflected in the standard deviation map (Fig-198

ure 2-b). The bin size, 400 km, might also contibute to increase the standard deviation199

value inside the density map bin since its spatial size is larger than the ionospheric scale200

height. Based on these maps, the characteristics of the plasma in the Titan environment201

can be summarized as follows. Firstly we observe a good statistical sampling of the iono-202

spheric region. Globally, a reasonable sampling was achieved for the induced magneto-203

sphere with more than 10 samples (from several flybys) in each bin with no statistical204

bias in the electron density map. Figure 2-a reveals a dense ionospheric region, with val-205

ues larger than 1000 electron cm−3, with a relatively large standard deviation of several206

hundreds of electron cm−3 (Figure 2-b). This result is consistent with previous studies207

(e.g., Ågren et al., 2009; Edberg et al., 2010). The induced magnetosphere boundary sep-208

arates Saturn’s magnetospheric plasma from Titan’s ionospheric plasma. As seen in fig-209

ure 1, a sharp change on the density profile is usually observed. The induced magneto-210

sphere can be roughly identified at locations where the electron number density is larger211

than 1 cm−3, since Saturn’s magnetospheric plasma do not reach such density value at212

Titan’s orbit (?, ?). Similar location of Titan’s induced magnetospheric boundary can213

be derived from the gradient of the density profiles. A more accurate location of the in-214

duced magnetosphere might require to include criteria on the magnetic field and plasma215

flow observations.216

In order to delimit the external envelop of the induced magnetosphere, we have fit-217

ted in the ram side and the near wake region, up to XTIIS = 1 RT , the 1 cm−3 iso-218

contour with a function corresponding to an ellipse. Expressed in polar coordinates, as-219

suming a symmetry along the XTIIS axis, the equation of the induced magnetosphere220

–10–
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surface is r = L
1+ε cos θ where the polar coordinate (r, θ) are measured about the focus221

X0, L is the semi-major axis and ε is the eccentricity. The fitted conic parameters are222

X0 = 0.25 RT , L = 2.52 RT and ε = 0.57. We did not extend the fit calculation in223

the middle and far Titan’s wake because of the limited coverage. The fit of the induced224

magnetosphere boundary is represented by the black curve in figure 2-a. A conic func-225

tion has also been used to delimit the induced magnetosphere or magnetic pile-up bound-226

ary for Mars and Venus (and references therein Bertucci et al., 2011). Chen and Simon227

(2020) have shown that the magnetic pile-up boundary present some asymmetry in the228

Saturn facing/ anti-facing side due to the gyromotion of the pickup ions , emphasizing229

the limitation of the cylindrical symmetry assumption. Such asymmetry in the direction230

of the motional electric field has been also observed for the Martian induced magneto-231

sphere (Halekas et al., 2017; Dubinin et al., 2019).232

Although figure 2-a does not show plasma composition, it suggests than Titan’s233

planetary plasma can reach several tens of cm−3 at about 3 RT and several cm−3 at about234

6 RT in the tail region. The induced magnetospheric boundary is closer to the planet235

on the ram side than on the flank side and the plasma scale height is much larger in the236

wake than on the ram side. From the induced magnetosphere fit, two parameters have237

been determined : RSD which is the ellipse stand-off distance along the XTIIS axis and238

RTD which is the ellipse stand-off distance along the ρTIIS axis. We found RSD = 1.85239

RT and RTD = 2.77 RT . Simulation results are also consistent with this global elec-240

tron density map (e.g., Ledvina et al., 2012; Ma et al., 2006; Modolo & Chanteur, 2008;241

Sillanpää et al., 2006; Simon et al., 2007; Snowden et al., 2007).242

The lack of coverage in the center of the far tail (R > 3RT and ρ < 1RT ) and243

the use of a cylindrical representation, does not allow a clear distinction of the two iono-244

spheric separated tail structures identified in a few flybys (Coates et al., 2012). Never-245

theless such a graphic provides an upper limit of the cross-section tail area at different246

distances in the tail, assuming a cylindrical symmetry, which might be useful to com-247

pute the ionospheric loss rate. For instance Coates et al. (2012) assumed an area of πR2
T248

to compute the escape rate, similiar to Modolo et al. (2007). According to Figure 2-b,249

the area of this disk might have been underestimated. A more detailed determination250

of the plasma loss rate is beyond the scope of this paper. The reader is referred to Wahlund251

et al. (2005), Coates et al. (2007), Szego et al. (2007), Modolo et al. (2007), Sittler et al.252
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(2010), Edberg et al. (2011), Coates et al. (2012), Westlake et al. (2012) and Romanelli253

et al. (2014), for some case studies of plasma loss rates estimates.254

4 Pick-up ions observations255

Ions from a planetary origin can be produced upstream of the induced magneto-256

sphere. These ions, incorporated into the background plasma flow, are so-called pick-up257

ions. They are accelerated by the motional electric field ~E = −~v× ~B, moving in a plane258

perpendicular to B. Theoretical investigations and global hybrid simulation modeling have259

emphasized the asymmetry between the + ~E and − ~E hemispheres for pickup ions (Hartle260

et al., 2006; Modolo & Chanteur, 2008). The large gyroradii of the pickup ions have been261

also suggested to cause an asymmetry between Titan’s Saturn facing and adverted hemi-262

spheres on the magnetic pile-up profiles (Chen & Simon, 2020). In addition, due to their263

large gyroradius compared to the neutral scale height, pickup ions appear as narrow beams264

in velocity space (Hartle et al., 2006; Hartle & Sittler, 2007; Hartle et al., 2011).265

The detection and characterization of ion cyclotron waves is another approach to266

identify the presence of pickup ions, as has been done for Mars or Venus (e.g., Romanelli267

et al., 2013; Delva et al., 2012). While direct measurements have identified this popu-268

lation at Titan from the ion mass spectrometer data, ion cyclotron waves are rarely ob-269

served at Titan in magnetic field data (Russell et al., 2016). An explanation, Cowee et270

al. (2010) suggested that the growth time is too long compared to the convection time271

of background plasma through the interaction region so that the ion cyclotron waves have272

not enough time to grow to amplitudes that can be observed by the Cassini magnetome-273

ter. Therefore data from the ion mass spectrometer remain the only and most direct way274

to study the pick-up ion population in Titan’s vicinity.275

Regoli et al. (2016) have performed a survey of pickup up ions and found their pres-276

ence in the anti-Saturn side which leads to conclude that CAPS-IMS have captured freshly277

produced pickup ions. In this paper, we go one step further by organizing the pick-up278

ion observations in a reference frame depending of the magnetic field and characteriz-279

ing their progressive acceleration.280

–12–
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4.1 Pickup ion identification through their energy signature281

Pick-up ions signatures were searched in the CAPS-IMS data over the full set of282

T0a-T82 flybys. As examples, we found such signature at the edge of Titan’s induced283

magnetosphere in flybys TA, T06, T39 and T42. Other flybys exhibit similar signatures.284

Figure 3 displays their energy characteristics and their location in 4 sets (a,b,c,d) cor-285

responding to the four mentioned flybys, each with 2 panels. The bottom panels of each286

set show Cassini trajectories drawn in cylindrical TIIS coordinates, while top panel dis-287

plays the average flux measured by the 8 anodes of CAPS-IMS. Patchy and repetitive288

structures observed in the magnetospheric region are due to the actuator motion of the289

platform hosting the particle instruments.290

We clearly see the progressive deceleration of the incoming plasma on the inbound291

and outbound legs of each of these flybys and the entry of Cassini into Titan’s ionosphere292

as indicated by low energy signatures (<100 eV) and high particle counts. The narrow293

beam energy signatures, indicated by the black arrows, suggest that these features arise294

from the detection of pickup ions. For these specific observations, the angle between the295

background magnetic field and the bulk plasma flow ranges between 70◦ and 140◦. The296

observed ion pickup energy is smaller than the theoretical expected maximum, given by297

4mpi/mamEam sin2 θvB where mpi/mam is the ratio between ion pickup mass and the298

ambient ion mass, Eam is the energy of the ambient plasma, and θvB is the angle be-299

tween the ambient plasma flow velocity and the background magnetic field direction.300

The location of the observed events are reported on the Cassini trajectory with black301

circle symbols. These events occur in the external part of the induced magnetosphere,302

usually near one of its flank, or in the kronian plasma region. This finding is consistent303

with global simulation results which reported pickup ions with relatively high energy in304

the flank of the induced magnetosphere, and more precisely in the +E hemisphere ac-305

coriding to simulation results and theroretical expectations (e.g., Modolo & Chanteur,306

2008, their Figure 7).307

The narrow beam signature in energy and velocity space is illustratred in Figure308

4. It shows the angular distribution of the plasma between 01:12 and 01:14 SCET at the309

energy bin 25 (E=788 eV) for the T63 flyby, in the Saturn Solar Ecliptic (SSE) coordi-310

nate system (Figure 4-a). In this coordinate system the XSSE points towards the Sun,311

the ZSSE is perpendicular to ecliptic plane, in the northern celestial hemisphere, and the312
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Figure 3. 4 set of figures (a,b,c,d) displaying the trajectory and CAPS-IMS observations for

flybys TA, T06, T39 and T42, respectively. Each set has a top panel presenting CAPS-IMS ob-

servations and a bottom panel illustrating Cassini trajectory (blue line) for the corresponding

flyby in cylindrical TIIS coordinate system. Black arrows in the CAPS-IMS panels indicate the

presence of pickup ions. Their locations are reported on Cassini trajectory with a circle mark.

The energy table change on CAPS-IMS near closest approach produces the white rectangles

displayed on panels c and d.
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YSSE completes the right hand system. The field of view of CAPS-IMS during this 2 min313

time interval covers only a small part of the full-sky. We can see an increase of counts/s314

in a very localized area pointing toward −YSSE , corresponding to the pickup ions. The315

instrument is therefore capturing ions moving away from Saturn, consistent with the ex-316

pected electric field direction and the cartoon of Titan’s environment illustrated in Waite317

et al. (2004).318

Figure 4-b displays, in polar (r, θ) coordinates, the energy-pitch angle distribution319

for the same time interval. The magnetic field measurements have been averaged dur-320

ing the 2 min interval. The r coordinate represents the energy in a logarithmic scale, from321

1 eV to 46 keV, while the θ coordinate indicates the pitch angle. The ±x direction of322

the plot implies a parallel / anti-parallel direction (with respect to the local magnetic323

field) and the y direction means a direction perpendicular to the magnetic field. Pickup324

ions are seen with a pitch angle close to 90◦ and with an energy slightly lower than 1 keV.325

Another example of energy - picth angle and angular distribution is presented for the326

T70 flyby in Figure 4-c and d, and similar conclusions are reached.327

4.2 Pickup ion mass composition328

Hartle et al. (2006) reported on pickup ion composition for the TA flyby. TOF anal-329

ysis suggested the presence of H+, H+
2 , N+/CH+

2 , CH+
4 and N+

2 with possible contribu-330

tion of CH+
3 , CH+

5 , HCNH+ and C2H+
5 . The ion mass composition during flyby T39 (TOF331

acquisition from 23:11:48 to 23:16:04 SCET) indicates the presence of pickup ions reported332

next. Figure 5 displays the counts of the Straight Through (ST) detector as a function333

of energy per charge versus time of flight channel.334

When ions enter through the CAPS-IMS sensor they first pass trough the electro-335

static analyzer (ESA) which allow the determination of the energy per charge of the par-336

ticle. This information is presented on the y-axis of figure 5. At the exit of the ESA, par-337

ticles are pre-accelerated and impact a carbon foil, emitting secondary electrons. These338

electrons are attracted by the positive ∼ 15kV potential and hit the the ST detector339

giving the start signal of the TOF for the mass identification. When atomic or molec-340

ular species pass through the carbon foil they are break up in more elementary parti-341

cles (neutral particles, postively or negatively charged ions). Neutral atoms and nega-342

tively charged particles travel through the TOF chamber and hit the ST detector, pro-343
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a- b-

c- d-

Figure 4. Panels a and c show the angular distribution during the T63 and T70 flyby respec-

tively in the SSE coordinate system. Pickup ions have been indentified at time 01:12-01:14 SCET

and at the energy 788 eV for the 63 flyby and at time 01:44-01:46 SCET at the energy 939 eV for

the T70 flyby. Panel b and d display energy - pitch angle distribution in polar coordinate.
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ducing a stop signal. The difference of time between the start and the stop signals de-344

termine the time of flight and is presented on the x-axis of figure 5. For a given energy345

per charge, lighter species will have shorter time of flight than heavier species and will346

be identified at smaller TOF channels. A more detailed description of the CAPS IMS347

intsrument and the mass identification can be found in Young et al. (2004), Wilson et348

al. (2012) and Thomsen et al. (2014).349

In this B-cycle (Figure 5) , the ion energies range from about 10 eV to few keV and350

there is a mixture of ambient and pick-up ions. Figure presents a mixture of ambient and351

pickup ions. Thomsen et al. (2010), and Wilson et al. (2017) have presented ion moments352

at Titan’s orbit indicating that H+, W+ (water group ions) and H+
2 compose to the mag-353

netopsheric plasma. On the other hand, Felici et al. (2018) have suggested that Titan354

could also be a source of H+
2 ions due to a maximum ratio of H+

2 /H
+ near Titan’s or-355

bit. For ions below 1 keV, the compositional analysis reveals H+ and H+
2 ions. The am-356

bient plasma differs from the pick-up ion population not only from their energy signa-357

ture but also from their incoming flow direction. The low energy species present a dif-358

ferent angular distribution compare to the 1 keV species, indicating different flow direc-359

tions and therefore suggesting distinct populations.360

At about 1 keV, the spectrogram indicates heavier species. These ion species with361

an energy slightly above 1 keV correspond to the IMS energy pickup ion identification362

presented at Figure 3-c (first black arrow). By filtering TOF data in the energy range363

1-3 keV, one can thus determine the mass composition of the pick-up ion alone.364

A simulation model, developed by Nelson and Berthelier (2009), characterizing the365

IMS instrumental response to various ion compositions at different energy, has been used366

to interpret the TOF signatures as accurately as possible. Simulation results have been367

compared to test chamber calibration measurements for several ion masses (atomic and368

molecular species with mass ranging from 12 to 28 amu) and at different energies (from369

1024 eV to 27560 eV). The simulation model is able to reproduce most of the observed370

IMS calibrated ST and LEF (Linear Electric Field) measurements for a specific ion species371

at a given energy.372

A library of ST and LEF signatures for several atomic and molecular species with373

different energies has been built. By considering different compositions for this plasma374

we are able to compare the ion-summed simulated signatures with the measurements.375
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Figure 5. IMS-TOF spectrogram of the ST detector for the T39 flyby acquired at ∼23:11

SCET. Counts, color coded with a logarithmic scale, on the ST detector are plotted as energy per

charge (E/q [eV]) versus TOF channels.

Figure 6 top panel presents simulated results of several ion species at ∼ 1keV (H+, H+
2 ,376

CH+
3 , HCNH+ and N+

2 ). Figure 6 bottom panel displays a comparison between sim-377

ulated result and TOF observations. From the simulated results, three main patterns378

on the ST are expected for CH+
3 (green curve) ions at 1keV, according to the simula-379

tion model. The main CH+
3 peak located around TOF bin 150, contributing to the peak380

identified by label (2) in the bootom panel, is produced by a start signal issued by an381

electron and a stop signal from a neutral carbon atom. The second CH+
3 peak at TOF382

bin 100 corresponds to the case of a start generated by an electron and stop generated383

by a negatively charged carbon ion C−. A more diffuse contribution around TOF bin384

50, identified as the label (3) in the bottom panel, is believed to be due to a start time385

initiated by an electron and a stop time of a secondary electron ejected from high volt-386

age rings after an impact of neutral carbon or hydrogen atom. Each species has its own387

signature on the ST and LEF. As can be seen in Figure 6, it is impossible to dissociate388

the contribution from HCNH+ (yellow) from N+
2 (magenta) at this energy on the ST.389

The two curves are superimposed at TOF bins 190-240 and are expected to be due to390

a start/stop time infered by an electron and neutral nitrogen and carbon atoms, produc-391
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Figure 6. Simulated ST signatures for ion species at about 1keV (H+, H+
2 , CH+

3 , N+
2 and

HCNH+) are presented on the top panel while the bottom planel displays a comparison between

ST IMS-TOF counts and simulated results. ST observations have been acquired at ∼23:11 SCET

during the T39 flyby.
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ing the relatively large peak label (4) in the simulation/observation comparison panel.392

Due to the small pick-up ion flux, no significant count rates on the LEF helps thus pre-393

venting to distiguish between these 2 different species. Peaks label (1) and (5) in the bot-394

tom panel correspond to a start/stop time due to an electron and a neutral hydrogen395

in the first case and an electron and c− and N− in the second case. The overall signa-396

tures thus indicate that the ion population near the flank of the induced magnetosphere397

is mainly composed of H+, CH+
3 , HCNH+ or N+

2 . Thus, this pickup composition for398

flyby T39 is similar to the TA observations (Hartle et al., 2006).399

Unfortunately TOF measurements by CAPS-IMS do not always allow determin-400

ing the mass composition due to insufficient number of counts on the LEF and ST de-401

tectors. Nevertheless, when available, TOF measurements present signatures similar to402

those shown in Figure 6 and suggesting the presence of the methane group (CH+
2 , CH+

3 ,403

CH+
4 , CH+

5 ) as well as of heavier species such as H2CN
+ or N+

2 . The column 7 of Ta-404

ble 1 summarizes the information on the mass composition of picku ions when a mass405

identifications of the pick-up ions was possible.406

4.3 Pickup location and energization407

The characteristicse of pickup ions are intrinsically related to the motional elec-408

tric field and magnetic field directions. Bertucci et al. (2009) and Simon et al. (2010) have409

shown that the magnetic field at Titan is highly variable and only few of the flybys gives410

an ambient field matching the Voyager 1 conditions. Therefore the geographical TIIS411

coordinate system is not the most appropriate, and a draping coordinate system based412

on the incoming flow and magnetic field direction is expected to better describe, orga-413

nize and help in the interpretation of the formation of the induced magnetosphere. In414

this draping system, the XDRAP axis is aligned with the corotational flow direction, the415

ZDRAP axis points in the opposite direction of
−−−−−→
BzDRAP

=
−−−−→
ByTIIS

+
−−−−→
BzTIIS

and YDRAP416

completes the right handed system. Such a coordinate system is similar to the DRAP417

system suggested by Neubauer et al. (2006), except that a non-zero BxDRAP component418

is allowed, affecting the location of Titan’s neutral sheet.419

Bertucci et al. (2009) have shown that the Saturn magnetodisk strongly affects Ti-420

tan’s upstream magnetic environment and exposes the moon to either dipolar-like fields421

close to SLT 12h and planetward, or sweptback fields in the midnight, dawn and dusk422
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sectors. To derive meaningful average ambient magnetic fields, it is important to infer423

time scales for Titan’s interaction. Based on one study by Bertucci et al. (2008), so called424

fossil magnetic field lines have been observed in Titan’s ionosphere. They provide infor-425

mation about the ”age” of draped magnetospheric field lines and their convection time426

in the ionosphere. Lifetimes of these field lines are expected to range between 20 min427

to 3 hours. This time interval corresponds to the time for a magnetospheric magnetic428

flux tube to reach Titan’s deep ionosphere (1000-1200 km altitude).429

In our study the ambient magnetic field is averaged during a 30 min period inbound430

and a 30 min period outbound of each flyby. The time intervals used to compute the av-431

erage values have been taken such that the spacecraft is located outside of the region with432

draped field lines around Titan. Since our study focuses on the external part of the in-433

duced magnetosphere, short time intervals close to Titan’s induced magnetosphere are434

favored over larger intervals while the deep ionosphere will take a longer time to be af-435

fected by the upstream conditions.Magnetic field averages used for this study are, some-436

times, slightly different from those suggested by Simon et al. (2010) who averaged over437

longer time intervals (about 3 hours inbound and 3 hours outbound). Table 1 reports438

a synthesis of information on the flybys analyzed showing a signature of Titan’s induced439

magnetosphere. Each flyby is identified by its denomination, the date and time of its clos-440

est approach. The location of Titan with respect to Saturn is indicated in the Saturn441

Local Time (SLT) column and shows that all configurations are covered, although the442

pick-up ion region might not be explored for all local times. The average ambient mag-443

netic field inbound and outbound in the TIIS coordinate, as well as the presence of pick-444

up ion signatures determined from their energy characteristic and composition by CAPS/IMS445

are reported in the respective columns.446

To compute the draped coordinate system, we assumed a linear dependance be-447

tween the inbound and outbound magnetic field values. The draped coordinate system448

is therefore computed for the time of each flyby and observations are represented in this449

changing reference frame. When the determination of an average ambient field (inbound450

or outbound) is impossible, either due to large variations in the kronian plasma or the451

difficulty to determine accurately when the spacecraft is located in kronian plasma re-452

gion, we assumed that the ambient field is constant during the whole flyby. In the cases453

where both inbound and outbound average magnetic field could not be determined, re-454

sults are displayed in the TIIS coordinate system.455
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Figure 7 shows a global overview of Titan’s induced magnetosphere. It represents456

the projection of Cassini trajectories in dashed lines in the Y Z plane of the DRAP, or457

TIIS, coordinate system depending on the possibility to determine the average upstream458

magnetic field. Curved trajectories are due to the temporal changes of the draped ref-459

erence frame. In this coordinate system the upstream magnetic field direction points in460

the −ZDRAP direction while the convective electric field is directed along the −YDRAP461

axis.462

The bi-polarity of Titan’s induced magnetosphere is emphasized with a clear re-463

vearsal of the Bx component of the magnetic field indicating two magnetic lobe struc-464

tures formed by the interaction of the moon ionosphere and the kronian plasma. The465

local Bx component is plotted along the DRAP/TIIS trajectory where the electron den-466

sity is larger than 1 cm−3. This result is compliant with the magnetotail structure char-467

acterized by Simon et al. (2010). Although the average magnetospheric field < Bx >468

value has been substracted in order to remove a possible displacement of the neutral sheet469

due to the respective location of Titan with respect to Saturn’s magnetodisk, the Bx re-470

vearsal is not centered in the Z = 0 plane but may vary from flyby to flyby. It might471

be due to a North-South asymmetry of the magnetospheric flow or to a violation of the472

simplifying assumption that the magnetospheric field vary linearly between inbound and473

outbound magnetic field values, leading to an inaccurate estimate of the DRAP coor-474

dinate system.475

Observed pick-up ion locations are displayed with filled circles (DRAP coordinate476

system) or squares (TIIS coordinate system) and the green-yellow color code indicates477

the energy. When the mass composition could be inferred, the symbol is surrounded by478

a red circle. All pick-up ions signatures found are localized in the +E hemisphere, as ex-479

pected from test-particle and global simulations (e.g., Luhmann, 1996; Modolo & Chanteur,480

2008). Pickup ions with the lowest energy are observed preferentially in a range of ZDRAP481

values between ± 2 RT . Pickup ions with or without their mass composition present sim-482

ilar characteristics in term of position and energy. A progressive energization is clearly483

demonstrated by these Figures since pick-up ions observed farther from Titna reach higher484

energies up to several keV. Pickup gyroradius for ions of m/q = 16 and 28 in a typi-485

cal kronian plasma at Titan’s orbit is ∼ 2 RT and ∼ 3.5 RT , respectively. Comparing486

these gyroradii with the pickup location in Figure 7 we can conclude that CAPS cap-487

tured these pickup ions during their first gyration.488
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Figure 7. Projection of the Cassini flyby in the Y ZDRAP plane. Cassini’s trajecto-

ries, in the DRAP coordinates, are shown by the dashed lines. Along the trajectory, the

Bx− < Bx >upstream are colored, in blue-red colorbar, only in the induced magnetosphere

region (ne > 1cm−3 ) and it emphasizes the two magnetic lobe polarities due to the draping.

Filled dots and square symbols represent the pickup location in the DRAP and in the TIIS coor-

dinates (when the upstream magnetic field could not be computed). The color code green-yellow

colorbar, represent the energy in eV of the pickup ions. Filled dots with a red circle indicate the

pickup ion when the mass composition could be determined.
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Figure 8. Pickup ion energy (in eV) in function of the distance to Titan (in RT ) for the

different flybys where pickups ion have been identified.

Figure 8 displays the energy of the pickup ions as a function of the distance for fly-489

bys with pickup ion signatures. A clear linear relationship between the distance to the490

moon and the energy (up to 5.5 keV) is observed for a large majority of flybys. Assum-491

ing that the electric field is constant during a flyby outside of the induced magnetosphere,492

and integrating the equation of motion of a charged particle in a uniform electric field493

we can show that the energy gain of the particle depends on the electric field and the494

distance of acceleration (E = qE⊥x , with x the distance). A linear regression analy-495

sis for each flybys, having at least three pickup ion energy signatures, therefore provides496

an estimate of the intensity of the perpendicular component of the kronian electric field.497

We found that the kronian electric field varies between 0.22 mV/m and 2.24 mV/m, de-498

pending of the flybys. Averaging over all selected flybys, the kronian electric field is E⊥ '499

0.70 mV/m. According to Wilson et al. (2017) the plasma velocity at 20 Saturn radii500

varies between ∼ 50 km/s and ∼ 200 km/s. The background magnetic field at Titan’s501

orbit ranges from ∼ 2 nT to ∼ 6.5 nT with an average value of 4.4 nT, estimated from502

Table 1. With a typical velocity of 140 km/s along the corotation direction and an av-503

erage magnetic field of 4.4 nT aligned with the ZTIIS axis , the electric field is Etheo =504
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|~v× ~B| ' 0.61 mV/m in very good agreement with the elecric field intensity estimate505

derived from pick-up ions.506

5 Conclusions507

Magnetometer data from MAG, particle data from CAPS and waves observations508

from RPWS have been combined to present a global picture of Titan’s induced magne-509

tosphere and its pickup ion population.510

Data from the CAPS-ELS electron spectrometer together with plasma wave ob-511

servations from RPWS have provided for the whole set of flybys, from T0a to T82, con-512

tinuous electron density profile ranging from 10−2 to several 103 ions.cm−3. These pro-513

files have been used to infer a global electron density map of Titan’s near environment.514

The cold ionsopheric plasma is confined on the ram-side below ∼ 1.85 RT to ∼ 2.77515

RT , while it has been observed to extend farther than 6 Titan radii in the wake region.516

The denser part of the induced magnetosphere is located in the ionosphere as expected,517

while an extended plasma wake is reported. Although other factors, such as plasma beta,518

local time and seasonal effects are expected to affect Titan’s ionized environment, the519

draping coordinate system proposed in this paper emphasizes the organization of Titan’s520

induced magnetosphere with respect to the kronian magnetic field. In the plane perpen-521

dicular to the ideal corotational flow, an elliptical envelope elongated along the ambi-522

ent field direction contains the cold plasma, supported by a clear evidence of bipolar mag-523

netotail geometry. It can be used to determine an upper limit of a cross-section tail area,524

required to compute total plasma loss rates.525

Upstream of the induced magnetosphere, detection of pickup ions have been ob-526

served and characterized with the ion mass spectrometer onboard Cassini spacecraft. The527

mass composition of these pickups ions was determined in a few cases and time of flight528

measurements have indicated the presence of methane group ions, molecular nitrogen529

or HCNH+ ions and lighter species such as protons and molecular hydrogen ions. These530

pickup ions have been reported on the +E hemisphere, close to the magnetic equator,531

supporting theoretical or modelling results. A progressive energization is also observed,532

and pickup ions with few keV have been identified as close as ∼ 2 Titan radii. From their533

energy signatures, the background electric field intensity is retrieved. Its value varies be-534

tween 0.22 mV/m and 2.24 mV/m, with an average value of ' 0.70 mV/m in agreement535
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with a typical electric field assuming a plasma flow of 140 km/s and a magnetic field of536

4.4 nT reported by recent studies.537
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Table 1: Titan flyby information. The first column indicates

the reference number, the time of the closest approach and the

Saturn location are reported in the second and third columns.

The average background magnetic field, inbound and outbound

are presented in he fourth and fifth column while the last two

columns mark the presence of pickup ions by their energy signa-

ture and their mass composition respectively.

Flyby Time (CA) SLT [h] BTIIS [nT] BTIIS [nT] Pick-up Pick-up

Inbound Outbound (Energy

signature)

(ion mass composition)

TA 2004-10-26T15:30:00.0 10.6 (0.4,2.6,-6.1) (0.5, 2.7, -4.6) x N+/CH+
2 , CH+

4 , HCNH+ Hartle et al.

(2006)

TB 2004-12-13T11:27:29.0 10.5 (0.9,3.8,-3.2) (0.5,2.7,-4.6) x -

T03 2005-02-15T06:54:21.0 10.3 (1.4,3.6,-4.2) (1.8,3.7,-4.00) x -

T05 2005-04-16T19:05:57.0 5.3 (1.7, 6.2, -4.7) (2.4, 5.2, -4.1)

T06 2005-08-22T18:54:50.0 5.0 (1.5,2.4,-1.1) (0.3,3.5,-2.3) x -

T08 2005-10-28T03:58:09.0 9.3 (1.4,3.1,-2.4) (1.9,4.1,-1.8) - -

T10 2006-01-15T11:36:46.0 8.5 (2.6,3.7,-3.5) (3.0,3.6,-3.1) - -

–
2
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T11 2006-02-27T08:20:44.0 1.1 (1.4,2.5,-2.9) (0.1,3.9,-2.6) x -

T12 2006-03-12T23:58:17.0 6.4 (1.7,5.0,-2.9) (3.3,5.6,-2.5) - -

T13 2006-04-30T20:53:31.0 23.2 (1.81,1.28,0.97) (0.69,2.66,-2.46) - -

T14 2006-05-20T12:13:05.0 4.4 (0.9,4.4,-2.1) (2.2,4.8,-2.1) - -

T15 2006-07-02T09:12:19.0 21.2 (2.1,3.6,-1.4) (0.8,3.8,-2.3) - -

T16 2006-07-21T00:25:13.0 2.4 (-0.1,-1.5,-3.4) (1.7,1.0,-2.4) - -

T17 2006-09-07T20:12:04 2.3 (0.0,2.8,-2.3) (2.2,4.0,-1.4) - -

T18 2006-09-23T18:52:44.0 2.3 (1.8,5.0,-0.8) (2.2,4.6,-1.1) - -

T19 2006-10-09T17:23:24.0 2.2 (-4.2,1.7,4.0) (-0.6,2.6,-6.0) - -

T20 2006-10-25T15:51:29.0 2.2 (2.2,4.6,0.5) (3.6,5.1,-0.4) - -

T21 2006-12-12T11:35:17.0 2.1 (3.3, 4.8, -1.4) (2.8, 5.4, -1.2) - -

T22 2006-12-28T10:00:13.0 1.9 (2.1, 4.3, -1.7) (0.6, 3.7, -2.1) - -

T23 2007-01-13T08:34:00.0 2.0 (3.0,5.3, -0.9) - - -

T24 2007-01-29T07:12:10.0 1.9 (2.2, 4.4, -0.7) (2.6, 4.7, -0.8) - -

T25 2007-02-22T03:10:59.0 13.9 (0.2, -0.2, -2.8) - - -

T26 2007-03-10T01:47:22 13.8 (2.3, 1.8, -2.7) (0.8, 2.9, -2.5) - -

T27 2007-03-25T00:21:52.0 13.8 (0.6, 1.2, -2.0) (-0.4, 0.6, -2.7) - -

T28 2007-04-10T22:57:11.0 13.7 (-0.8, 0.0, -6.2) (0.8, 1.5, -5.2) - -

–
2
8
–
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T29 2007-04-26T21:32:52.0 13.7 (-0.4, 1.8, -3.9) (-1.9, 2.4, -6.4) - -

T30 2007-02-12T20:08:14.0 13.6 (-0.4, 2.3, -4.1) (-2.1, 0.3, -4.0) - -

T31 2007-05-28T18:51:27.0 13.6 (0.3, 1.5, -3.5) - - -

T33 2007-06-29T17:05:01.0 13.6 (-1.9, 2.2, -4.2) (-0.9, 3.4, -5.3) - -

T34 2007-07-18T00:41:02.0 18.8 (-1.6, 2.3, -1.8) (0.4, 2.1, -2.5) - -

T35 2007-08-31T06:34:25.0 11.5 (1.0, 3.0, -1.2) - - -

T36 2007-10-02T04:49:50.0 11.5 (2.3, 1.9, -5.3) (1.3, 0.7, -3.3) x CH+
2 , CH+

3 , CH+
4 , H2CN+, H+, H+

2

T37 2007-11-19T00:52:51.0 11.4 (0.7, 2.3, -1.6) - - -

T38 2007-12-04T00:07:37.0 11.4 (3.0, 1.8, -4.4) (1.1, 0.8, -6.0) - -

T39 2007-12-20T22:56:41.0 11.4 (-0.2, 1.1, -9.1) - x -

T40 2008-01-05T21:26:24.0 11.3 (-0.5, 2.0, -1.9) - x -

T41 2008-02-22T17:39:23.0 11.2 (1.2, 3.5, -2.5) - - -

T42 2008-03-25T14:36:12.0 11.1 (-0.4, 0.7, -8.0) - - -

T43 2008-05-12T10:09:59.0 11.0 (0.6, 0.4, -4.0) (-0.3, 2.7, -3.4) - -

T44 2008-05-28T08:33:21.0 10.9 (0.3, 0.4, -5.5) (-0.6, 0.5, -7.2) - -

T45 2008-07-31T02:13:11.0 10.7 (1.6, 3.3, -2.1) - - -

T46 2008-11-03T17:35:23.0 10.5 (1.8, 2.0, -0.7) (-0.1, 1.6, -1.2) - -

T47 2008-11-19T15:56:28.0 10.4 (0.9, 0.7, -1.6) (-0.4, -1.0, -1.6) x CH+
2 , CH+

3 , CH+
4 , H+, H+

2

–
2
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T48 2008-12-05T14:25:45 10.4 (1.3, 2.8, -1.3) (-0.4, 1.0, -1.5) x -

T49 2008-12-21T12:59:53 10.3 (2.3, 3.8, -3.1) (0.7, 3.2, -2.7) - -

T50 2008-02-07T08:50:51 10.2 (2.9, -0.2, -1.7) (0.9, 0.3, -2.7) - -

T51 2009-03-27T04:43:36 10.1 (1.2, 3.1, -1.4) (0.5, 0.3, -3.8) - -

T52 2009-04-04T01:47:47 22.1 (1.3, 3.1, -1.4) (0.5, 0.4, -3.9) x CH+
3 , CH+

4 , H2CN+, N+
2 , H+

2 , H+

T53 2009-04-20T00:20:45 22.1 (0.2, -0.3, -3.2) (1.5, 1.7, -2.4) x

T54 2009-05-05T18:32:35 22.0 (1.9, 4.3, -0.9) (-1.5, -2.2, -0.9) -

T55 2009-05-21T21:26:41 22.0 (0.1, 1.4, -0.9) (1.3, 3.6, -1.4) x -

T56 2009-06-06T20:00:00 21.9 (0.7, 5.4, -1.7) (-2.9, -1.3, -1.5) - -

T57 2009-06-22T18:32:35 21.9 (0.9, 0.8, -2.3) (2.5, 4.0, -1.6) x -

T58 2009-07-08T17:05:009 21.8 (2.0, 4.1, 0.5) (-0.3, 2.0, -1.8) x -

T59 2009-07-24T15:35:09 21.8 - - x (TIIS) CH+
3 , CH+

4 , CH+
5 , H2CN+, H+

2 , H+

T61 2009-08-25T12:52:44 21.7 - - - -

T62 2009-10-12T08:37:30 21.6 - - - -

T63 2009-12-12T01:04:20 17.0 - - x (TIIS) -

T64 2009-12-28T00:18:05 16.8 (-1.7, -1.5, -1.5) (-0.9, -1.9, -1.7) - -

T65 2010-01-12T23:11:42 16.9 (0.2, 3.0, -4.8) (-0.6, -2.5, -1.6) - -

T66 2010-01-28T22:29:55 21.0 - - - -

–
3
0
–
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T67 2010-04-05T15:51:44 16.1 - - - -

T68 2010-05-20T03:25:26 16.0 (1.5, 1.9, -1.8) (-1.1, -1.7, -1.5) x -

T69 2010-06-05T02:27:33 16.0 (0.5, -1.2, -3.3) (1.5, 1.8, -2.6) - -

T70 2010-06-21T01:28:23 16.1 (0.1, -0.8, -4.6) (0.1, -0.1, -5.9) x CH+
4 , CH+

3 , H2CN+, H+, H+
2 , CH+

5 ,

H2O+

T71 2010-07-07T00:22:35 16.1 (0.3, -0.5, -2.7) (0.7, 0.4, -2.7) - -

T72 2010-09-24T18:38:41 15.9 - - - -

T74 2011-02-08T16:04:11 20.6 - - - -

T75 2011-04-19T05:00:39 14.2 - - x (TIIS) -

T76 2011-05-08T22:53:44 19.8 - - - -

T77 2011-06-20T18:32:01 12.2 (0.3, -1.4, -4.3) (0.0, -1.4, -5.1) - -

T78 2011-09-12T02:50:05 17.5 (0.3, 1.9, -2.7) (-1.8, -2.3, -2.2) - -

T82 2012-02-19T08:43:17 18.3 - - - -

–
3
1
–
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